AEF review of the year - 2009

On noise policy more generally,
2009 has seen the launch of
noise action plans, though the
detail of these has been
unsurprisingly disappointing
given the weak requirements of
the Environmental Noise
Regulations.
We also made some progress
during the year on third party
risk, and with the DfT keen to
divert us to the Department for
Communities and Local
Government we are hoping that
advice from the Environmental
Law Foundation may help move
things forward.
We’ve had some real financial
struggles in 2009. The donations
and loans we received from
members have been a real help
in getting through this period.
We have now made fundraising a
core part of our work programme
with a view to diversifying our
income sources for the future.
Thanks for all your support, and
warm wishes
for 2010,

Tim
Johnson

An important year for UK climate policy
At the end of 2008, Sustainable Aviation (SA), an industry coalition,
published its CO2 roadmap, suggesting that a threefold increase in
passenger numbers between 2000 and 2050 could be compatible
with a stabilisation of CO2 emissions. One email from a colleague at
the time reads “Critique of the SA numbers attached.... Wouldn’t
worry about this too much though as I can’t see it going far.”
But in January 2009 along with the announcement on Heathrow,
Geoff Hoon quoted ‘work by the aviation industry’, before announcing
a new target for aviation emissions in 2050 to be below 2005 levels,
with the Committee on Climate Change charged with advising on how
to achieve it.
AEF worked closely with the
Committee throughout the
year, and our contribution is
acknowledged in their final
report, published in
December. It concluded that
to stabilise CO2 emissions,
passenger numbers could
increase not by 3, as claimed
by SA, but by only 1.6. Since
the current level of planned
expansion would exceed this
even by 2030, AEF has now
written to the Transport
Secretary urging him to go
back the drawing board with
UK aviation policy.
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In 2009, despite turbulent
finances, there has been real
progress towards putting the
environmental impacts of air
travel first in aviation policy.
Geoff Hoon’s announcement in
January (which we spoke about
on BBC News 24) that Heathrow
expansion would be permitted
only if conditions on noise,
climate and air pollution were, at
that time, being met, was something of a first, and reflected the
kind of thinking AEF has been
advocating for years.
Nevertheless when I met him
soon afterwards he seemed determined that aviation expansion
should continue unhindered, so
we’ll now be pressing
Government to live up to their
promises.

As well as our work on UK
climate policy, Tim has
continued to participate in
the UN discussions. As the international Copenhagen conference
ended with no conclusion on aviation emissions, we plan to continue
pushing for global measures while also promoting a bottom up
approach where groups of countries reach agreement. We also, in
2009, pressed the EC to come good on its commitment to tackle
aircraft NOx, and there are some signs that this could be taken up by
the next Parliament.

Staff changes
In autumn 2009 we bid a fond farewell to Laura Simpson, our policy
coordinator, who has moved on to a full-time post at Christian Aid.
Her fundraising work has now been outsourced, though Tim Johnson
retains overall responsibility. We have been
delighted to add Roger Wood to our staff team, in
the new post of office administrator, relieving Tim of
some day-to-day duties while allowing us to benefit
from his extensive knowledge of noise and planning
issues. And Cait Weston, who has been at AEF for
over two years, has been promoted from Policy and
Communications Officer to Deputy Director.

First noise action plans emerge but Government still
hazy on limit values
In March, the Government published its guidance to airport operators on
noise action plans (NAPs). Recommended consultation procedures had
been changed in line with the view we expressed in our comments on an
earlier draft. But we were concerned about the Government’s failure to
meet the requirement in the Environmental Noise Regulations for the
setting of limit values, without which, we said, airports would be unlikely
to propose meaningful noise measures.
Decibels

Then in April Defra suggested changing the Regulations to remove this
requirement. We opposed this strongly, and in the revised Regulations
the requirement stands. Our challenge now is to get it fulfilled.
By the end of 2009 most large airports had produced NAPs. As we
predicted, they contain very few new proposals. We will shortly be
publishing a review of all the plans, setting out the ways in which they
fail to meet the aims of the EC’s Directive, and plan to present this both
to the Secretary of State and to the EC.

2009 saw substantial increases in air passenger duty being proposed by
Government, opposed by industry, supported by us, and implemented in
November. While we preferred the suggestion in the 2007 pre-budget report of switching to a per-plane tax (bringing in freight for the first time), in
July we wrote to the Chancellor, together with a number of large NGOs, to
express our support for increases and challenge industry claims that they
would cripple airlines.
We also, this year, published Airport jobs: false hopes, cruel hoax, which
exposed many myths about the employment benefits of airport expansion.
In December, new levies on air travel were proposed at Copenhagen, after
some developing countries suggested they could generate money to
support adaptation to climate change. While no deal was reached on the
proposal, combining environmental and social goals is likely to be essential
for any post-Copenhagen agreements.
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Tax, employment, and climate levies

Member casework
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Nic Ferriday and Tim Thomas have continued to provide a casework service for AEF members, with Nic taking
questions on air transport at the larger airports and Tim Thomas dealing with general aviation (light aircraft).
Much of Tim’s work focuses on supporting members in negotiating directly with the airfield - possibly with the
help of a local councillor - as there are often no constraints imposed by the planning authority. There have
been a number of inquiries this year about noise from aerobatics, parachuting and gliding (with old, single
engined tug aircraft causing particular problems). Tim has also handled inquiries from the Helicopter Noise
Coalition website (for which we are still hoping to find a new coordinator) with concerns coming from both
rural and urban areas.
Nic’s inquiries, too, have tended to focus on noise, including, for
example, in-depth advice for one association member about noise metrics and the ramifications of logarithmic scales, to enable then to respond to the airport’s draft noise action plan.
We are always keen to hear about our members’ activities. Whether
you have secured a solution through a consultative committee,
influenced a planning application or been rebuffed on all fronts,
please keep in touch! We wish you successful campaigning in 2010.
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